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ABSTRACT

With recent advances in artificial intelligence, recurrent neu-
ral networks have successfully generated pleasing melodies;
however, they have struggled to create a full song that has
structure, theme, and uniqueness. To overcome this limita-
tion, we introduce Deep Composer, a music generation sys-
tem based on music retrieval using deep neural hashing to
encode the music building blocks. Music generation is per-
formed by using the current music segment to retrieve the
next segment from the database until the whole composition
is complete. We present performance comparisons with mul-
tiple recent state-of-the-art music generation methods to show
that the songs generated by Deep Composer are unique, musi-
cally pleasing and contain more structure and theme features
like that of a professionally composed song.

Index Terms— Music Generation, Music Retrieval,
Hashing, Deep Learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Music has been called the “universal language of mankind”
because it is a diverse art form that connects people all over
the world by allowing them to share their common apprecia-
tion for pleasing harmonies and styles. In recent years, music
has become a driving force in fields ranging from entertain-
ment and economics to music therapy for both physical and
mental health. However, music’s benefits are limited because
songs previously have only successfully been created by ex-
perts.

To eliminate the “experts-only” barrier to music com-
position, researchers have explored various methods for
computer-generated music. Rule-based methods [1, 2, 3] have
attempted to generate new songs based on defined constraints
that focus on following music theory principles. These meth-
ods often compose a song with structure, but the results lack
creativity because of the user defined constraints. These
methods also only work with specific styles due to the com-
plexity of music. Concatenation-based methods [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
compose a song by piecing together tiny segments from many
existing songs to create a new unique song. Given the enor-
mous amount of music in the public domain, an endless

number of new original songs could be generated with the
concatenation-based approach. These methods also allow for
more creativity and are not limited to a specific style of music.
The challenge is how to create a song that is complete with a
theme and structure. Even deep learning based approaches
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13], which use recurrent neural networks to
generate the next timestep of a song, have failed to compose a
complete, unique song that has both a clear theme and struc-
ture.

To address the above limitations of current music genera-
tion research, we introduce Deep Composer, a concatenation-
based music generation system capable of creating a complete
song with theme, structure, and uniqueness. Deep Composer
is composed of multiple long short-term memory networks
(LSTMs) [14], a type of Recurrent Neural Network, each of
which is focused on creating a different structural component
of a song. We also introduce a new two-phase music seg-
mentation approach that breaks a song into tiny segments to
ensure uniqueness and groups these segments into one of the
following structural groups: beginning, middle, end, and fi-
nal. Each LSTM in Deep Composer learns a hash encoding
for the musical segments in the forwards and backwards di-
rection. During music generation, Deep Composer concate-
nates musical segments by retrieving pairs with the minimal
Hamming distance between their encodings. The result is a
complete, unique song with a distinctive theme and structure.

2. HASH BASED MUSIC GENERATION

2.1. Two-Phase Music Segmentation

A song has many different features that can be considered
during segmentation. For Deep Composer, we want the seg-
mentation process to consider the structure of the song while
minimizing the segment length so that we can generate unique
songs that do not resemble any of the original songs. Some
segmentation methods, such as the ones used in [4] and [15],
divide a song into one or two measure segments. These
methods extract segments small enough to prevent signifi-
cant overlap with the original songs, but the segmentation
is based on timesteps and does not consider the structure of
each song. Other methods perform segmentation based on the
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Fig. 1. Example segmentation of a song using our Two-Phase
segmentation approach.

structure of the song [16, 17, 18]. These structure-focused ap-
proaches to segmentation result in just a few long segments
for each song. Using long segments for music generation
would greatly limit not only the uniqueness of each individual
song but also the total number of new composable songs. To
solve this problem, we propose a two-phase music segmen-
tation process that considers the structure of each song while
minimizing the segment length.

2.1.1. Phase One: Time-Based Music Segmentation.

In the first phase of segmentation, we follow the results of [4],
which suggest that music generated from segments of one or
two measure durations was more likable and natural to the
listener. We choose to use segment lengths of one measure to
maximize the uniqueness of the generated songs.

The measure length of a song is determined by its time
signature. For example, the time signature 4

4 indicates that
a measure will contain 4 beats (top number) and that each
beat has a quarter note value (bottom number). Using this
information, we can define the total number of measures, and
therefore the total number of time-based segments, in a song
as s =

∑ nt

bt
where nt is the total beats in the current time

signature group and bt is the number of beats per bar for the
current time signature group. Since the time signature may
change throughout a song, we sum over each time signature
group. The result of this segmentation process is a segment
vector of length s.

2.1.2. Phase Two: Structure-Focused Music Segmentation.

In the second phase, we group the time-based segments of
each song by their structural relative location. To ensure that
we can generalize our approach for any set of songs, we sim-
ply define a song as having four structural components: a be-
ginning, middle, end, and final section. A distinction is made
between the end of a song and the final section because the
last few measures of a song typically have a distinct theme
that concludes the song and creates a pleasing ending.

We define four variables: lb, lm, le, and lf , which rep-
resent the number of time-based segments in each structural
group. Since the length of a song can vary greatly, we make
lb, lm, and le proportional to the current song. The final sec-
tion of a song is much smaller so we make lf constant across
all songs in a given datastet. Given a time-based segment

vector v, having a length of s, the final section of a song is
defined as the last lf segments in the vector. The remain-
ing segments are divided among the the beginning, middle,
and end structure groups by using three multipliers, mb, mm,
and me where mb + mm + me = 1. The length of each re-
maining structure group is found using the following group
of equations: lb = (s − lf ) ×mb, lm = (s − lf ) ×mm, and
le = (s− lf )×me.

The first lb segments are placed into the beginning group,
the next lm segments are placed into the middle group, and
the remaining le segments are placed into the end group. For
the segmentation phase, the number of final segments and mb,
mm, and me are all user defined, tunable parameters.

Even with technical analysis, the exact location of the
structural boundaries within a song is subjective by nature
[17]. To account for this and to help create transitions be-
tween structures, we introduce an additional overlap variable,
os, into the structure-segmentation phase. After the structure
groups are created, the last os time-based segments in each
structure group are treated as members of the following struc-
ture group. For example, if os=2, the last two time-based seg-
ments in the beginning group are also included in the middle
group. Fig. 1 shows a visualization of the entire segmentation
process.

2.2. Segment Hash Encoding

Both [7] and [15] show how hashing can be used to quickly
find good candidate segments during music generation, how-
ever these works, along with other concatenation based gen-
eration methods, fail to address one of the most important
aspects of song composition: structure. We propose a new
hash-based encoding method which assigns each segment a
set of structure-focused hash codes, in the forwards direction,
denoted Hf , and backwards direction, denoted Hb.

In each hash code set, a hash code is defined for each
structural group (beginning, middle, end, final). There-
fore, the forwards and backwards sets are defined as Hf =
{hfb ,hfm ,hfe ,hff } and Hb = {hbb ,hbm ,hbe ,hbf }:

We define the composability of a pair of segments (si, sj),
to focus on not only whether sj is a suitable candidate to fol-
low si based on musical features but also whether sj is a suit-
able candidate to follow si based on its structural features.
Considering structural features has many advantages; for ex-
ample, two segments may sound pleasing together and be the-
oretically fitting from a music theory analysis, but if the sec-
ond segment is from the final part of a song, it will make the
overall song sound abrupt or choppy. The same issue arises if
a segment which starts building a musical idea is placed last
in the generated song. Therefore, based on this new definition
of the composability of a pair of segments, the hash codes are
assigned in a way such that the Hamming distance between
the forward hash code of a given structure group of si and
the backwards hash code of the same structure group of sj is



Fig. 2. Segment concatenation using structure-focused hash codes.

minimized if the pair musically and structurally fit. The Ham-
ming distance is maximized if the pair does not fit musically
or structurally. During music generation, the hash code used
for determining candidacy is selected based on which struc-
ture (beginning, middle, end, or final) is currently being built.
Fig. 2 shows a visualization of the concatenation of segments
based on the hash codes.

2.3. Multi-LSTM System: Deep Composer

To learn our structured focus hash encoding for each music
segment, we designed a LSTM based network which contains
forwards and backwards LSTMs working side-by-side. The
forward LSTM takes a pair of segments in the forwards direc-
tions and the backward LSTM takes the same segments but in
backwards direction. We calculate the inner product loss us-
ing both the result of the forward and backward LSTMs and
update our network’s weights. Fig. 3 shows a visual repre-
sentation of our network.

The input to our network is a pair of musical segments
with either a composable or non-composable label. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, we want to learn which pairs
of segments have a high composability. Two segments are
defined as having a high composability if they are found to-
gether in the training data or if, based on their extracted fea-
tures, they could possibly be composable. We determine if
pairs are possibly composable by analyzing the known com-
posable pairs and finding if another given pair of segments has
similar features within a threshold. All other pairs, which are
not found to be composable, are treated as negative training
examples.

We train our network in two phases. First, we train our
network for time step prediction. In this phase, we train a
single network to predict the features of the next segment of a
song in the forwards and backwards direction. Here we do not
consider the structure, but rather only train using the measure
long segments extracted during the time based segmentation.
A list of the features extracted for each segment and their de-
scription can be found in Table 1.

We then use these pre-trained weights to train multiple
networks, one for each structural group (beginning, middle,
end, final). In this phase, we add the distinction that, for a
given structural group network, if the pair of segments are not
both from the same structural group, they are treated as a neg-
ative pair. We use a similar hashing approach to [19], which

Table 1. Musical Segment Feature Representation
Feature Description

Chord Class one-hot chord representation
Melody Articulation one if the melody is articulated

Melody Octave one-hot octave representation
Melody Pitch one-hot pitch representation

Whole Note Count total number of whole notes
Half Note Count total number of half notes

Quarter Note Count total number of quarter notes
Eighth Note Count total number of eighth notes

Sixteenth Note Count total number of sixteenth notes

Fig. 3. Network Architecture

learns multiple independent multi-dimensional embeddings
of the input using the last hidden layer of the network. In this
phase, the network learns to minimize the Hamming distance
between composable pairs, and maximize the Hamming dis-
tance between non-composable pairs. The result is four dis-
tinct networks, which make up our system, Deep Composer.

Deep Composer is generalizable and not limited by the
training data. After training, Deep Composer generates
the hash encodings for additional music segments from the
database. The system generates music by randomly selecting
a starting segment and then finding a next segment that has a
high composability with the next. Deep Composer’s flexibil-
ity allows it to generate music of all different lengths.



3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1. Dataset

To evaluate Deep Composer, we use a publicly available,
cleaned version of the Nottingham dataset 1. This dataset
consists of 1034 American and British folk tunes represented
in the MIDI file format. For our experiments, we select 496
songs from the dataset by only considering songs that are in
a major key and in either 2

4 time or 4
4 time. The selected

song are transposed into C Major. We chose the Nottingham
dataset because of its frequent use in recent music generation
research [9, 15, 20, 10, 21]. Our approach is generic so that
it can be applied to different music datasets and generate all
styles of music.

We do time-based segmentation using one measure for
each segment. Similar to [15], we use a two beat over-
lap between segments. In total, we extract 11,886 dis-
tinct time-based segments. Structure-focused segmentation
is performed with the following values for each parameter:
lf=1, mb=0.4, mm=0.4, me=0.2, and os=1. After structural-
segmentation, the beginning, middle, end, and final structure
groups consist of 6,755 distinct segments, 8,620 distinct seg-
ments, 5475 distinct segments, and 322 distinct segments re-
spectively.

3.2. Survey Overview

To properly evaluate Deep Composer, we created two sur-
veys in which we compare our system to multiple recent
state-of-the-art approaches. In the first survey, we compare
our method to another music segment concatenation method
DSHL, proposed by Joslyn et al. [15]. In the second sur-
vey we compare our method to multiple non-concatenation
based methods [9, 10, 12, 22]. We chose to do two sepa-
rate surveys, because in the first, we compare our method to
another concatenation based method so we can analyze the
differences when using the same segment database. In the
second survey, the songs are various lengths and the methods
are largely different, so we only focus on comparing musi-
cal quality. For example, in [9], the first few measures of the
melody are copied from the original song and the whole bass
is from the original song. We perform the second survey to
ensure that our method is superior in relation to not only con-
catenation based music generation but also all other types of
music generation. In both surveys, all methods use the Not-
tingham dataset.

The first survey is composed of both individuals with mu-
sical experience and individuals without musical experience.
We defined someone as having musical experience if: 1) the
individual has received a formal musical education and 2) the
individual has been playing a musical instrument for longer
than five years. In total, we surveyed n = 20 people (10 with

1https://github.com/jukedeck/nottingham-dataset

Fig. 4. Average Score for Each Method Given by Individuals.

musical experience, 10 without musical experience). The first
survey consisted of 9 sample songs generated by Deep Com-
poser and 6 sample songs generated by DSHL. All songs con-
sisted of either 32 or 33 musical segments extracted from the
Nottingham dataset and each segment consisted of 4 beats.
To prevent bias, the order of the songs was randomized and a
blind study approach was taken.

We defined three metrics for participants to rate the songs:
Theme, Completeness, and Musical Quality. The metrics
were defined the same for all participants by supplying a
“guidelines” sheet before and during the survey. For each
song, We told the participants to give each metric a score us-
ing a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high).

In the second survey, we surveyed an additional n = 14
people (7 with musical experience, 7 without musical experi-
ence). In this survey we randomly selected 2 songs from our
method and 2 from each of the other methods. In this sur-
vey the songs ranged from 20 seconds long to over a minute.
Some of the methods only generated a melody without a bass.
Because of this, we asked participants to only rate each song
based on the musical quality using a scale from 1 (low) to 5
(high). Comparing theme and completeness would not be fair
in this survey, as some of the pieces were very short.

3.3. First Survey Results

The first survey’s results for individuals with musical experi-
ence and individuals without musical experience are showed
in Fig. 4. This figure shows the range of each metric along
with the average across the songs for each method. The blue



Table 2. Average Musical Quality Score for Each Song in the
Second Survey

Method Average Musical Quality
Deep Composer (song 1) 4.14
Deep Composer (song 2) 4.57

Medeot et al. (song 1) 2.00
Medeot et al. (song 2) 2.86
Johnson et al. (song 1) 2.86
Johnson et al. (song 2) 3.07

Chen et al. (song 1) 3.21
Chen et al. (song 2) 3.93

Boulanger et al. (song 1) 2.71
Boulanger et al. (song 2) 3.07

line corresponds to the results from musical participants and
the green line corresponds to the results from non-musical
participants. Deep Composer not only had a higher average
across all categories, but also had the highest rating for each.

The first survey’s results for both individuals with mu-
sical experience and individuals without musical experience
follow a similar trend. Songs generated by Deep Composer
had higher average ratings across all metrics, as compared to
songs generated by the baseline method. An increase of over
50% was observed for Deep Composer when comparing the
average Completion scores across all songs. This significant
increase was reinforced by participants frequently reporting
that songs generated by our method had a clear structure and
pleasing ending. We observed an increase of over 24% for
Deep Composer when comparing the average Musical Qual-
ity scores across all songs. This increase is significant for
arguably the most important category since the average music
listener focuses more on if the music is pleasing to listen to
rather than the technical aspects of the song. One interesting
observation is found in the Theme category, in which Deep
Composer only had an increase over the baseline of 7.72%
(musical individuals’ scores) and 11.40% (non-musical indi-
viduals’ scores). This increase is arguably still significant.
Based on participant verbal feedback, we hypothesize that,
although Deep Composer consistently generates songs with a
more clear theme, the theme is subject to frequent variation
as song structure transitions. As a future solution, we could
consider the previous n segments while generating a song to
capture theme between each song structure.

3.4. Second Survey Results

In the second survey we focused only on musical quality. Mu-
sical quality is an important aspect since music is listened to
for enjoyment the majority of the time. The second survey
results also favored our method over all other methods. Both
of the songs generated with our method had a higher average
musical quality score than any of the other songs. Table 2
shows the results of the second survey.

3.5. Diversity

In addition to our subjective, human evaluation of the gener-
ated songs, we performed an objective analysis of the songs
by considering how unique each song is compared to the orig-
inal songs in the dataset. To evaluate the uniqueness of the
songs generated by Deep Composer, we define a new metric:
diversity. Diversity is calculated by the following equation
where nd is the number of distinct songs that the segments
used for generation came from and ns is the total number of
segments in the generated song: diversity = nd

ns

To test the diversity of our method, we generate 100 songs
consisting of 32 segments, and calculate the diversity of each.
Fig. 5 shows the diversity for each song. Although the diver-
sity score shows that multiple segments come from the same
original song, further analysis shows that this is often because
of the same segment appearing multiple times in a generated
song. Repetition is a common technique used by composers
to give a song structure and theme, so the multiple appearance
of certain segments may be a direct result of a stronger struc-
ture and theme in the songs generated by Deep Composer.

Fig. 5. Diversity of songs generated by Deep Composer.

3.6. Example Generation

Because of space limitations, full musical scores, along with
mp3 files, of songs generated by Deep Composer are provided
on DropBox 2.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduce a novel neural system that learns
hash encodings for musical segments. Music composition
is performed by using the current segment’s hash code as
a query to retrieve the next composable segment from the
database. Our experiments compare Deep Composer to mul-
tiple state-of-the-art methods, and show that songs generated

2https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3h0z1doolo07rqr/AAAvxj9cQRCvrPb0
PMNFHWdja?dl=0



by Deep Composer are unique and perceived by participants
to have important qualities, such as a clear theme, clear struc-
ture, pleasing transitions between structures, and a pleasing
ending. In the future, we plan to investigate mapping the se-
mantic relationship between music and the other modalities
using a hash-based approach.
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